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Increase Creativity, Memory, and Intelligence!Increase Creativity, Memory, and Intelligence!

Scientist have f*cking studies that say swearing shows intelligence. Knowing that, are you the next Albert Einstein?Scientist have f*cking studies that say swearing shows intelligence. Knowing that, are you the next Albert Einstein?

Do you just need a little push and motivation to be a genius? Perhaps what's holding you back is the oneDo you just need a little push and motivation to be a genius? Perhaps what's holding you back is the one

dimensionality of your foul mouth. Why not learn how to tell someone how to "Go F*ck Off" in 8 differentdimensionality of your foul mouth. Why not learn how to tell someone how to "Go F*ck Off" in 8 different

languages? Is that the only thing keeping you from your place in history along with Leonardo Da Vinci, Einstein,languages? Is that the only thing keeping you from your place in history along with Leonardo Da Vinci, Einstein,

Stephen Hawking? Not anymore! Imagine how much your vocabulary will improve after purchasing the Stephen Hawking? Not anymore! Imagine how much your vocabulary will improve after purchasing the Watch YourWatch Your
F*cking Language NotebookF*cking Language Notebook. How much stress will you relieve cursing out that a$$h0!e who cut you off on the. How much stress will you relieve cursing out that a$$h0!e who cut you off on the

freeway in 5 different languages? Now that's genius! If your language patterns routinely result in sailors blushing,freeway in 5 different languages? Now that's genius! If your language patterns routinely result in sailors blushing,

mothers covering their children's ears, then you definitely need the mothers covering their children's ears, then you definitely need the Watch Your F*cking Language NotebookWatch Your F*cking Language Notebook!!

Increase CreativityIncrease Creativity

Writing by hand has been associated with boosting creativity. Whether you're searching for the next big business

idea or for creative ways to express your thoughts, writing in a notebook can give your creative juices more punch.

This means coming up with better ideas more quickly and easier than before. Imagine the how a boost in creativity

will make you feel at work, home or at school. Your next great idea may be write at the tips of your fingers waiting to

be expressed on the pages of the Watch Your F*cking Language Notebook.

Improve Your MemoryImprove Your Memory

Studies show that writing by hand with a pen or pencil improves the strength and length of memories. Manual note
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taking has an advantage over digital notes. The Association for Psychological Science proclaimed "taking notes by

hand is better than taking notes on a laptop". How will you take advantage of this knowledge to gain an edge on yourgain an edge on your

competitioncompetition at school, work, or business? How will better understanding make things better for you? Technology is

designed to speed up tasks, not for user improvement. Remember, you're not taking notes to refer to later, you'reyou're

writing it down to remember it now!writing it down to remember it now!Because you desire comprehension and understandingcomprehension and understanding rather than simple

transcription, the Watch Your F*cking Language Notebook is a must.

Achieve Your Goals and Organize Your LifeAchieve Your Goals and Organize Your Life

Write down accomplishmentsWrite down accomplishments with your exercise habits, weight loss, and other life goals. Look back feel good aboutfeel good about

yourself and all you've done.yourself and all you've done. Besides capturing goals and dreamscapturing goals and dreams, capture important tasks, notes, and phone

numbers. Use the Watch Your F*cking Language Notebook to organize your life.

Evoke MindfulnessEvoke Mindfulness

Journaling tends to evoke a state of mindfulness in the writer. A greater state of mindfulness means a greater sense

of well being, improved physical health, and improved mental health. This correlates to relief from depression,

anxiety, and stress. How will you benefit from a greater state of mindfulness you achieve from journaling in the

Watch Your F*cking Language Notebook?

What Really Matters?What Really Matters?

Think about the importance of your birth certificate, marriage certificate, property deeds, or even the laws that

govern our society...the stuff that really matters goes onto paper!stuff that really matters goes onto paper! Stop limiting yourself and start generating better

ideas, more mindfulness, and greater organization now with the Watch Your F*cking Language Notebook.

Buy the Buy the Watch Your F*cking Language NotebookWatch Your F*cking Language Notebook today, make what you write matter! today, make what you write matter!
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